Shift from hypermetria to hypometria in multiple system atrophy: analysis of distal and proximal movements.
Dysmetria is a classical sign which designates the overshoot, also called hypermetria, and the undershoot, or hypometria, when the patient attempts to reach rapidly an aimed target. Dysmetria is typically observed in patients presenting a cerebellar dysfunction. Dysmetria of distal movements is associated with an imbalance between the timing and/or the intensity of agonist and antagonist EMG activities. So far, 1. there is only one description in human of a shift from hypermetria to hypometria for fast goal-directed single-joint movements during an aberrant recovery following a cerebellar infarction, and 2. such a shift has not been described for proximal movements. We report a patient presenting a multiple system atrophy (MSA). Initially, he exhibited a marked cerebellar syndrome. Fast wrist flexions and fast upper limb reaches in the sagittal plane were hypermetric. The distal hypermetria was associated with a delayed onset latency of the antagonist EMG activity and reduced intensities of both the agonist and the antagonist EMG activities. The proximal hypermetria was associated with a defect in the phasic spatial tuning of the EMG activities. He developed progressively severe extra-pyramidal signs. Distal hypermetria turned into hypometria, as a result of a decrease in the intensity of the agonist muscle. Proximal hypermetria turned into hypometria, as a result of the loss of directional preference of the EMG activities in proximal muscles. MSA is the second human model of a shift from hypermetria to hypometria.